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Abstract
Vector space language models (VSM) are tools for various human
language understanding tasks in which decomposition of word meaning
is also possible. We explore the geometric relation between a vector
representing a cause like hurt and the vector representing the corresponding eect (ache ). In a VSM called SENNA, we nd that lines
tting to various causal pairs taken from WordNet run close to a common center point. This observation oers the interpretation that the
meaning of an eect word is a combination of the meaning of its cause
and a causal element independent of the actual pair.
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Introduction

Computational linguistics targets problems, where the computer has to understand human texts, written or spoken. We say that the computer understood the text if the user has the impression of being understood. Understanding is needed for machine translation, automatic question answering,
and intelligent web search among others.
All these tasks require a so-called language model that, in the simplest
case, computes the probability (naturalness) of a word sequence. Probabilities are estimated using (relative) frequencies. As there are innitely many
possible sentences but the model is trained on a nite sample, the main point
is in generalization. A simple and eective approach to language modeling
is the family of n-gram models that make the simplifying assumption that
the probability of a word in a context depends only on preceding words of
some xed number (four in most applications). Thus the probability of the
Hungarian word string minden madár társat választ (every bird is choosing
a partner)1 is computed as a product of conditional probabilities:
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This sentence is from the song that gave the title of the Spring Wind Conference.
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P (^ minden madár társat választ $) =
P ( minden | ^ ) · P ( madár | minden ) · P ( társat | madár )·
· P ( választ | társat ) · P ( $ | választ )
P ( madár | minden ) denotes the probability of the word madár given
that the preceding word was minden. ^ and $ denote the beginning and
the end of the string respectively. While n-gram models are easy to understand and useful in application, they have the disadvantage of not capturing
morphological and semantic relations between words.
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Vector space language models

In recent years, vectors space language models (VSM) have gained popularity. These resources model each word with a vector in multidimensional real
vector space (say 25 to 200 dimensional), see Figure 1. The motivation for
this is that dierent dimensions of the models can capture dierent properties of word forms. Vector space language models are computed by machine
learning instead of human work what makes interpretation of individual dimensions dicult.
There are dierent ways to compute VSMs. It is possible to take a matrix
in which rows correspond to words and columns correspond to contexts.
Context means the words preceding and following the focus word to some
xed distance. Elements of the matrix are frequencies of the corresponding
word in the corresponding context, and model vectors are computed from
the matrix by rank reduction.
A more novel and very successful architecture is when word vectors are
machine-learned in a neural net simultaneously with the parameters of the
net. There is a third method as well: in Makrai et al. (2013) we computed
a VSM from the graph representation of a computational lexical resource
4lang.
As the VSMs created from the 4lang concept lexicon were used in the
present experiment, we characterize it briey. 4lang is a lexicon for general
purpose human language understanding. The resource contains a 1000-word
basic vocabulary in 50 languages, dened in a formal language. The basic
vocabulary is appropriate for dening all the words in everyday language
and can be extended for specic tasks. Word forms in 50 languages include
translations in four languages created by human labor (English, Hungarian,
Polish and Latin), while others were collected automatically (Ács, 2014).
The denitions are logical formulas that can be translated to graphs as well,
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Figure 1: VSMs represent words by vectors (3-dimensional in the picture,
and 500 to 200 in reality. The output is computed from the concatenation of
vectors for words in a window of length n (minden madár in the Hungarian
example. In this picture, computation is illustrated by a neural net, and
architecture which is very successfully applied today.
see Figure 3. The denitions were created by human labor, taking typologically highly dierent languages into account. The resource is called a concept
dictionary because items are more abstract than those in dictionaries made
either for human or for machine use: in lexical meaning, a monosemic approach is followed and part of speech dierences are also factored out as
attributed to syntax.
Mikolov et al. (2013) shows that many semantic elements like `gender',
which is the systematic dierence between words pairs like (king, queen),
(uncle, aunt), (M rs., M r.), etc. are mirrored in vector space languages models (see Figure 2).
In the present work we take a semantic relation with rich literature in philosophy and application in knowledge representation, causality (see Figure 3).
We are interested in the geometric function mapping a vectors representing
some cause (e.g. hurt ) to the vector representing its eect (ache ).
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Figure 2: The vector oset method (Mikolov et al., 2013) is based on the
fact that vectors representing words with a systematic dierence in meaning
dier in approximately the same vector, making lexical decomposition like
v (king) + v (female) = v (queen) possible.
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Figure 3: The denition of discourage in the 4langconcept lexicon exemplies the use of `cause' in associative network representations of linguistics knowledge. The graph expresses that discourage means, that the agent
(=AGT) causes the participant that is called patient in linguistics (=PAT) to
lack condence.
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Results

In this section we describe resources, methods, and results. As the results
are preliminary, we outline directions of further research as well.
We took causal word pairs from a natural language processing resource
containing lexical information of various kinds, WordNet (Miller, 1995). The
pairs are listed in Table 1. We took several VSMs: SENNA (Collobert et al.,
2011), Turian et al. (2010); Huang et al. (2012), HLBL (Mnih and Hinton,
2009), the English Polyglot (Al-Rfou' et al., 2013), and 24, variants of the
model created from 4lang. Casual pairs were projected to a 2-dimensional
plane by principal component analysis, a machine learning technique often
used for visualizing high-dimensional data. The visualization suggested that
that there is a center in the vector space representing the words, that approximately ts the lines containing each causal pair, see Figure 4.
For testing the centrality property in the original, unreduced space, we
took random word pairs of the same number as we have causal pairs. The
point closest to all the lines tting each pair was computed for both the real
and the random sample of word pairs using a formula by Han and Bancroft
(2010). Distances of the lines to the corresponding center was also computed.
Centrality implies that the expected value of the distances if lower in the real
case than in the random case. An unpaired t-test showed that this condition
holds in the case of SENNA (p < 0.001).
Some of the models created from 4lang also show signicant (p < 0.05)
dierence, but this statistical result has to be taken with caution, because
of the phenomenon known as multiple testing (Domingos, 2012).
Standard statistical tests assume that only one hypothesis is being tested, but modern learners can easily test millions before
they are done. As a result what looks signicant may in fact
not be. [. . . ] This problem can be combatted by correcting the
signicance tests to take the number of hypotheses into account
[. . . ]
Multiplying the p values by 24 signicance is lost, so we should motivate the
choice of some specic model among all 4lang models on some independent
grounds to make results signicant. This remains a problem for further
research.
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give
show
encourage
feed
kill
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..
.

have
see
hope
eat
die
rise
..
.

Table 1: Word causes and eects in WordNet. WordNet contains semantic
relations like is-a (a chair is a furniture), instance-of (Mozart is an instance
of `composer'), antonym (cold and hot), part-of (Monday is a part of `week')
as well.

Figure 4: A 2-d visualization of causal pairs in the VSMs suggest that lines
connecting causal pairs run close to a common center point.
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Conclusion

Looking for an insightful interpretation of causality in VSMs, we have found
a center point c in the VSM SENNA with the property that the lines connecting the two members of causal word pairs run close to c. In algebraic
terms this means that

v (eect) ≈ λv (cause) + (1 − λ)c λ ∈ R,
reecting the linguistic intuition that the meaning of the eect is a combination of the meaning of the cause and a causal element.
Further research should be made to discover more sophisticated connections between cause and eect vectors that apply to more models, possibly
all models obtained by one or more of the three mentioned methods (cooccurrence matrices, neural nets, and lexicon graphs).
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